Abstract. The key of designing MCMC algorithm is the choice of acceptance function. In this work, Selection criteria of acceptance function is given, and an improved Multi-point Metropolis algorithm with generic acceptance function is proposed, which is called GAF-MPM. Then GAF-MPM is showed to satisfy Detailed Balance Condition to ensu re its convergence, the strict proof is given in this work. Further, several different acceptance functions are given, and we discuss the effect on the convergence speed, acceptance rate of the samples and the correlation due to the choice of different acceptance functions. Finally, its correctness a nd effectiveness is proven through num erical experiments.
Introduction
Bayesian inference obtains estimates of the parameters by sampling the posterior probability of the unknown parameters, and it is an effective probabilis tic inversion method to deal with the inverse problems of non-linear, uncertainty systems [1, 2] . The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is one of the com monly used sampling methods for Bayesian inference. Currently, one of the m ost commonly used MCMC method is the Metropolis Has tings (M-H) algorithm [3, 4] . It gets the next point by random walking near to the current point , and then constructs a Markov chain. Specifically, a new sample points is produced by the proposal tran sition function, which is a definite function of the old sample point, then we choose whether to accept the new sam ple with a certain probability, otherwise, the sample turned to continue to use old samples of the previous step. The biggest flaw of the above algorithm is: samples taken are often highly correlated, resulting in estimated based on the calculation of the sam ple generated expectations tend to have larger variance. Furtherm ore, the classic M-H algorithm is often trapped into local optimal solution, convergence speed is slow.
A modified method is to augment sampling step [5, 6] . Multiple-Try Metropolis (MTM) method [7] is an extended form of the MH algorithm . It chooses the next sample point from some independent point, which is generated by the current point, th en constructs a Markov chain. The advantage of MTM algorithm is that it is capable of exploring the probability space better through increasing step size, however, it did not reduce the sam ple probability of acceptance. The efficiency of MTM algorithm is better than the classical M-H algorithm. Pandolfi [6] proposed an improved algorithm of MTM by improving the Weight Function form. Martino [8] proposed an improved MTM algorithm with universal acceptance function on the basis of the above algorithm. Qin [9] gave an im proved MCMC sampling method named Multi-point Me tropolis (MPM) algorithm by increasing the associated relation of sam ples. Martino [10] proposed an MPM algorithm with generic weight function by improving the form of a weighting function.
Under the framework of MPM algorithm with generic weight function, this paper analyses the characteristics of acceptance function, and proposes an improved Multi-point Metropolis algorithm named GAF-MPM with generic acceptance function. To ensure its convergence, Detailed Balance Condition proof is given. Further, several different acceptance functions are given, and we prove its correctness and effectiveness through num erical experiments and discuss their effect on the experiment results. Finally, we conclude.
Improved MPM Algorithm
In M-H and its various variant algorithm s, weight function and acceptance function is the key to design a Markov chain. To ensure the Markov ch ain constructed by algorithm has stationary distribution and converges to the target distribu tion, weight function and acceptance function used must satisfy certain conditions [11, 12] . Under the framework of MPM algorithm with generic weight function, we analyses the characteristics of acceptance function, and proposes an im proved Multi-point Metropolis algorithm with generic acceptance function named GAF-MPM in this section. 
In the above equation, functions and parameter need to satisfy the following equations:
Under the condition of function ( , ) x y α satisfy equation (2.1-2.3), we can select arbitrary acceptance. We will give som e examples of acceptance function ( , )
x y α later in this section. The proof will be given in the next section. Bef ore the detailed describe of algorithm GAF-MPM, some equations are necessary to be given. The joint proposal distribution T is 
The weight function is given in the following:
λ meets the nature of the bounded, non-nega tive, sequence sym metric. Specially, the sequentially symmetric function satisfy the property
The most simple case
After definite conditions given above, pseudo code of our proposed algorithm GAF-MPM is shown, where, assuming that the t-th iteration generates sam ple Consider function ( ) :
GAR-MPM algorithm:
step1: Assume the last iteratio n generates samples 
Proof of Detailed Balance Condition
The following theorem shows that the Markov chain constructed by GAF-MPM algorithm is reversible, and its target distribution ( ) h x is stationary distribution. Theorem 1 [16] . If a Markov chain has reversible initial distribution ( ) h x , with proposal transition function ( , ) P x y , its stationary distribution is ( ) h x . Theorem 2 [15, 17] . The Convergence of Markov chain is equivalent to its detailed balance condition. That is if a Markov chain has stationary distribution ( ) h x , then detailed balance condition ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) h y P y x h x P x y = is satisfied. Specifically, ( , ) P x y is proposal transition function, and ( ) h x is reversible initial distribution. According to Theorem 2, in 
Experiment
Consider random variable x ∈  , and its Probability density f unction is ( ) p x [18] . We try to obtain target distribution ( )
We define a Gaussian proposal transition function is , when n=10 and n=100 respectively. n = and 100 n = is selected respectively. Fig. 1 shows the convergence speed com parison of GAF-MPM algorithm taking different acceptance func tions. The horizontal axis represents the sample number, the vertical axis represents the KL distance of the sample and the objective function. It can be seen, when the acceptance function m eets the given conditions, all GAF-MPM algorithm s have a relatively stable convergence. Specially, the algorithm converges fastest with 1, 3 ( , ) x y α . Furthermore, table 2 shows the experim ent of MAR-MPM with 10000 iterations. The m ean of acceptance rate is the average probability, that new sam ple is accepted, am ong 10000 tim es of sampling. The correlation coefficient of the sam ple points is the linear correlation coefficient for a sample point variable in the Markov chain with the next sample point variable. It can be seen that the value of n does not have an big effect on the co rrelation coefficient value. Specially, the algorithm take the low and high average acceptance rate with 1,3 ( , ) x y α as its acceptance function. 
Conclusion
In this work, an im proved Multi-point Metropo lis algorithm with generic acceptance function named GAF-MPM, is proposed. Then we show that GAF-MPM satisfies Detailed Balance Condition to ensure its convergence, the strict proof is give n in this work. Also, we give several different acceptance functions and discuss the effect on the convergence speed, acceptance rate of the samples and the correlation due to the choice of differe nt acceptance functions. Finally, we prove its correctness and effectiveness through num erical experiments. In future, we will try to apply GAF-MPM algorithm to a higher dimensional distribution function of sampling problems and a wide range of practical problem areas.
